
Chapter 13 1 

~ 2 

During the middle of the night while elevated over every single soul 3 

in and around Chicago Mr. Rubin jotted down bullet points on the 4 

WWO timeline. Just like a one sided Mobius Strip, if ever a pen was 5 

put in motion on the twisted paper—there would be no end.  6 

 Build and fortify a master race 7 

 Control oil with false green energy claims  8 

 Contaminate municipal water supplies 9 

 Privatize ground well water companies  10 

 Trade Bitcoin to collapse the Fiat money system 11 

 Create partisanship in two party governments  12 

 Secularize schools, commerce and news outlets 13 

 Utilize academia to radicalize environmentalists  14 

 Global Humanism pulpit preaching at churches 15 

 Fundamental law enforcement at Mosques    16 

 Erase the Ten Commandments from history 17 

 Erode Christians values 18 

All WWO meetings took place before daybreak so not to draw 19 

attention by the tourists visiting the Chicago Tower observation deck. 20 

It was a mere coincidence that the WWO meetings happened before 21 

the television antennas on top of the Chicago Tower ramped up to full 22 

power.  23 

Ever since the Newt 4 demonstration on agent Brown; agent 24 

Fletcher no longer had an assistant to help setup the conference room. 25 

By himself he got the seven cubicles pushed up against the far side of 26 

the 3D conference table. Without help it took more than two hours to 27 

compartmentalize pride, greed, lust, envy, gluttony, wrath and sloth 28 



into their dark boxes. The secretive seating process had strict 29 

instructions that Mr. Rubin insisted on. The one way mirrored glass on 30 

the front concealed individual identities’ as did the three quarter sized 31 

doors on the back. Two associates could meet on the street and they 32 

would walk right by each other; never knowing that they both shared 33 

a seat at the WWO table.  34 

Glasses of ice water and garlic salted bagels were strategically 35 

placed in easy reach of the casino craps dice sticks. The rotating 36 

pentacle had the words: WORLD WITHOUT ORDER inscribed in the 37 

thick circle that surrounded the five pointed star. There was a 38 

subliminal message: God is not in control, buried into the 39 

background music.  40 

After the loss of one gold jet fighter war piece, Mr. Rubin no longer 41 

opened the hand carved ornate box of war pieces. He was distraught. 42 

His relic collection was no longer complete—all or none was his 43 

mantra. At least the stolen gold that was cast from human teeth from 44 

a salt mine in Merkers, Germany was at peace.  45 

“Comrades, you will have all day to cast lots. Your vote will be for 46 

which one of you will start up the T4 program again. We will be using 47 

Newt 4 not Zyklon B Cyanide gas this time.  History has proven that a 48 

superior race cannot be handicapped by the genetically weak. Once 49 

again the mission is for the better good of a master race. You are the 50 

chosen ones.”  51 

“Are you talking about the T4 program that stemmed from the 52 

Nazi Party; their policy of racial hygiene? They believed that the 53 

master race needed to be cleansed of racial enemies. That policy also 54 

included anyone confined to a mental health facility and people with 55 

simple physical disabilities. Back then most Germans opposed the 56 

extermination of the weak.” It was more of a statement than a 57 

question that came from the Pride booth.  58 

“Yes, I am talking about the T4 program between 1939 and 1945. 59 

The words propagated before and during WW2 was to ensure that a 60 

master race would control the world. This time around we will spin 61 



propaganda that the planet is dying. Death with dignity is now an 62 

acceptable and humane practice.” 63 

Pride continued with his rebuttal. “That’s not true. Everyone seated 64 

here witnessed Agent Fletcher die from the Newt 4. Granted, it was 65 

quick and humane but it wasn’t his choice. So to be politically correct, 66 

that was murder with dignity.”  67 

“Pride you are so full of yourself. Words of intellectual superiority 68 

are rarely backed up by actions. Academia institutions are filled with 69 

spineless professor’s types with secular values. They always leave 70 

making real change to their understudies’.” Mr. Rubin baited Pride 71 

“That’s not true! I signed on to this group to help expand the 72 

Global Humanism movement.” 73 

“Good then I will leave the voting task up to you.” 74 

“What is the task? I’m on board for anything to save mother 75 

earth.” 76 

It took awhile for Mr. Rubin to codify his thought. There was little 77 

reaction from any of the other booths. The sloth booth had zero 78 

reaction. Envy made a slight whimper because she was looked over 79 

again. She so wanted to prove that she could do any task a man could. 80 

Gluttony had his hand on L shaped stick ready to pull the bagels in 81 

through the slot of his double wide booth. He was smart enough not to 82 

drink the water.  83 

Finally Mr. Rubin spoke, “One of my geologists’ and global warming 84 

expert is not fully on board. He is going behind my back and needs to 85 

be reeled back in. His daughter has a genetic disorder. She was born 86 

with too many chromosomes and requires lots of resources and time. 87 

She can never be cured and will not live past her twenty fifth 88 

birthday.” Mr. Rubin paused again to let his mind manipulating words 89 

work on the naïve compartmentalized evil doers.  90 

 “So just after midnight tonight, I need to know who will be the 91 

next Newt 4 candidate. Should it be a human element that has a 92 

mission to build the master race? Or should it be a poor soul that 93 



suffers every day? The strong has always been and will always be. 94 

Vote with your scholarly mind—not your imperfect heart.” 95 

 96 


